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ABSTRACT 

lnte ractlona of 1. 61· Be V / c antiproton• ln hydro1en yieldln1 ~o 

cbar1ed particle• have been atudled, wUb particular attention to elaatic 

lcatterlaa, elope plon production, and annihUation into three or more plona. 
' .. 

EUecta of mialaterpretation of events are eatlmated by Monte Carlo calcula• 

tioaa. Nine partial croll aectlona have beea meaaured. The elaatlc• 

ecatterlna data ahow a aecoadary dllfractlon peak at about az• lD the center of 

maae. Sinal• plon production la found to ~ conaletent wlth charp • 

conjqation lnvarlance. In the alngle plon evwnta (p + p .. N + N + •) the 

predomhuuw:e of low-momentum transfer exceed• that predicted by the alnpe 

pion excbanae formula of Chew &Del Low. No two•plon re aoDaDcea have beea 

obaerved anywhere lathe data. 
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t. INTRODUCTION 

Thh le a study of event-. with two outgoing charged particles (two 

prongs) among 1o 61-BeV /c antiproton interactions. including elastic scatter• 

ings, annihilations, and other inelastic interactions. The events analyzed 

were interactions ln the 7Z -inch hydrogen bubble chamber. Numerous papers 

have been written on various interactions ln thla fUm. 1• 14 The most com• 

plete description of the beam and of the experiment as a whole h presented by 

Button et al. Z The annihUatlons lnto kaona have been separately studied. 8 

Consequently, these events are not analyzed here other than as a contamina· 

don of the other two-prong interactions. Alao, the small-angle elastic 

scatterin1s (cos 8 > 0. 80) have not been studied because lt ls dil!lcult to 

separate these events from the elastic pion scatterings that are ln the fUm, 

and because small-angle elastic scattering has been studied near this energy 

by two counter groups. 15• 16 The search for two-meson annihUationa was to 

some extent a separate project, and la reported ln a separate and accompany• 

ing paper. 
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About one halt the two•prona eventa.meaaured in thta experiment 

were annlhilatlona involYln1 more than one neutral particle. These events 

upon which one cannot make kinematic flta cannot be ldentlfled. Such 

unidentifiable events aerve as a large reeervolr of eventa that may contami

nate the lese frequently occurrlna two• and three-body event• that we whh to 

analyae. Therefore• considerable effort has been made to determine the 

extent of thh contamination. An important tool in this respect baa been 

program FAKE, l? a Monte Carlo program that can generate events according 

to a particular prescription. These events can subsequently be analy&ed by 

the same data-analysis system that proceseeil the· real· events.~ ·. FAKE 

elmulates events to resemble the output of the track-reconstruction program, 

complete with a simulation of the measurement errors ~d errors due to 

Coulomb acattering. Thus, by using FAKE one can observe what his data· 

analysll syatem wUl do with events of a known type, and how often these 

eventa are classified incorrectly. The limitation o! thla technique la that, ln 

order tO obtain a reliable simulation of a part of an experiment, one needs to. 

generate the evente wlth the correct matrix element -- something that at 

beat la imperfectly known. 
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· tt. THE EXPERIMENT 

The events' chosen to be measured were all the two-pronged events in 

a specified fiducial volume in the bubble chamber and in an edited sample of 

the film, except !or those events which were obvious small .. angle elastic 

scatterings. (.Events were classified as sm.all-angle elastic scatterings U 

simple scanning-table observation showed them to be coplanar with a stopping 

or nearly stopping proton that made an angle o£ at least 57• with the beam 

track.) ln.case o£ doubt the event was measured.· All events were measured 

with Franckenstein measuring projectors and were processed by the PANG 

and KICK analysis programs. 

The 3569 measured events can be classified into the following groups: 

1. interactions produce~ by incident pions, 

z. Elastic antiproton interactions, 

3, Inelastic antiproton interactions (single -pion production). 

4• Annihilations producing kaons. 

5. ·Annihilations not producing kaons (pion annihilations) •. 

The number o£ events in the first group was estimated by analyzing 
' ' 18 . 

the events that had 6 rays on the incident track. ln the measured sample 

19. ± 4 o/o' · of the events were pion interactio-ns. We estimate that the 3569 

measured events came from a sample containing 8823 ::1: 300 visible anti· 

proton interactions. The dominant part of the uncertainty in this number comes 

from the uncertainty in the number of pion interactions. We have determined 

that 3 ::1: 1 mb of the elastic •scattering events were not obser.ved by the 

scanners because the angle of scattering was too amall and the proton recoil 

was too short. Thus the 8823 antiproton interactions correspond to 93 mb 

rather than to the total croaa section of 96 ::1: 2 mb. 15 
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Moat ot the plon interactions can be removed from ~e aample by 
I 

requlrlng that the lncldent particle have a momentum greate~ than aome 

minimum value, because moat of the lncldent pions had momenta lower than 
. ' 

the momenta of moat of the antlprotona, Whereas ln 14 • 6o/o of the lnteract:.O 

Ina ;pion a the measured beam momentum .at .the ·.c.tnte r. o£ .the !chatnbe r '\Vas 

greater than 1550 MeV /c, 86. :t: .3 t!fo of the antiprotons have measured 

momenta at leaat thla great. Theretore, the sample of events with mea~ured 

; beam momenta greater than 1S50 MeV/c hao only a· 3. 6 :1: 1. 8% pion contaml• 

Dation. All the analyala to be deacrlbed subsequently was made by uaina the 

Z649 event& in this high ·momentum sample. 

. 8 
U aing the re asults of the study o! the annihilations into kaons, we 

estimate 3Zl :1: 40 events ln the sample to be annihilations producing kaons. 

Theore were 110 events observed 1to have associated kaon decays, leaving 

21Z :1: 40 events with kaon decay' that cannot be so identified. 

The eventa can be placed in the following experimental categories; 

A. Events with beam momenta leas than 1550 MeV/c. 

B, Events not ln A that fit antiproton elastic scattering with x2 ~· 30; 

c. Events not ln A or B that fit one of the inelastic three -body interac • 

2 tlons with . X < 5, 

-D. Events not ln A, B, or C that are consistent with pion annihilations, 

E. Events not in A, B, C, or D. 

Table 1 shows the number o! events found in these experimental categories, as 

well a a e e~tirnate s of how they are populated by the previously ~entioned 

groups. Category E consists of 110 events with associated K decays, 23 

eventa that !it elastic pion scattering. 6 events identified from . o rays as pion 
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interactions, anJ 80 events with measurement errors so large that claasi!ica

tion waa uaelf! ••· The arguments leading to the assignments of many o£ the 

numbers in Table twill be presented when the categories are discussed in. 

more detail. 

ttl. ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Elastic scattering at·or near the energy of ~is experiment has been 

4 15 16 studied at small angles before. • • None of these data gave very useful 

information about the acattering for c. m. angle I greater than 50• • the region 

outside the !orward dilfraction peak. Therefore, the emphasla in this study 

waa on these large -angle scatterings. It was ascertained that the scanning 

criteria we used to choose the events resulted in a high efficiency for includ-

ing elastic scatterings that have c. m. angles greater than 36. 9• { cos 6 = 0.80). 

There were lS8 such events that Citted with x2< 30. The number ol misinter• 

preted events in this sample is small, probably no more than one or two. The 

angular distribution of these events is shown on Fig. 1. This shows that there 

h a secondary peak in the angular distribution near cos 6 = 0. 15 .. 

Such a second-diffraction peak h predicted by simple optical models. 

We attempted to fit these data with an optical model o! a form suggested by 

Oreider and Glassgold. 19 The elastic differential cross aection is given by 

IIIII 

~(6) = lzfk L (Zl + 1) tr~ 1 -1) P1 (cosO) 1
2

• . 

l =0 

and in this model ilic scattering amplitude ls given by 
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where g(l) la a monotonic decreasing function that describes the shape o! the 

proton (ot rather the shape of the proton-antiproton system). , It depends upon 

the parameter L. whlch is a measure o£ the eClective radius .of the proton 

expressed ln, units of angular momentum, and, the parameter A • · which la a 

meaaure o! the thickness of the "edge" of the proton. The parameter L as 

well as the parameter 4 may be expressed ln terms of an equ~valent proton 

radius by means ol the expression R = (L + 1/2) f\/p = 0. 30(L + 1/2) f', · 

where p is the c. m. momentum of the incident particle. The parameter 13. 

is the · opacity of the nucleus at small values of. l • and 11 is a phase. The 

emooth curve on Fig. z. Ulustrates these optical-model parameters •. The 
_ . _ Zi6

1 
conventional phase shllt 61 is related to these parameters by '1 = e · • 

a.l i 
and for L,- 4< I~ L + 4, we have 61 = T' .. Z ln (g(l)). 

In maldng this analysis, both the data of this experiment and the data 

ot the previouely measured dl!!erential cross sections were used •. Making the 

maximum-.likelih~od analysis involved finding the n"laximum of the function 

where ap and af are the predicted and measured differential cross sections 

and N is the predicted nutnber ol events for cos () < 0. 8. The first term in F 
p 
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aervcu to fit the ahape of the angular distribution Cor coa 9 < o. s. the second 

term treats the data lor cos 0 > 0. 8, and thE'! third term haa to do with the 

number of evenh for cos 0 < o. 8. 

Aa a first atep we did a two-parameter !lt by ·considering complete 

absorption at small radiit i. •·, we set fl a 1 and Cl :: b, Such a lit, though 

lt reoproducf!s the genf!ral feature• ol the data, has a very poor likelihood 

because it has a zero near cos 0 a o. 5, and the data. in this region are 

not consistent with the presence o{ a zero •. Only by.making e1. nonzero can 

this model give solutions having the e•uential features of the data and not 

having a zero near cos 0 :: 0. 5. The lit to the data obtained with a !our• 

parameter lit is shown on Fig. z. The beet lit corresponds to the parameters 

L a 3. 83 * o, 06, A = z. 05 ± o. 10; 11 = 11. o• * 1. 1•, and ~ = o. 99o~g: ~~~. 
The uncertainties quoted are equ~ to the changes in the parameters that cause 

F to decrease by o.s. This fit 4oea not represent the data well. The solution 

obtained with this optical model depended little upon the specific Corm of the 

function g(l ). The g(l) used Cor the quoted solution was 

g(f) 1:1 

{ 
. }1/Z 

exp 1 .. r [(L +A· f)/A 12 for L< I < L +A 

Ae a Clnal attempt to understand the data, a Cit was made leaving each 

complex ,., 1 as a free parameter and subtracting the term 
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from the function F in order to constrain the flt to aatlefy the optical 

theorem. The total croea section was taken to be CTT * t. CTT a 96 :t: 4 mb. 

Although thh method h far short of a complete phase -shift analysis, inasm"'ch 

aa spin and hoapin are not taken into account, this method doe a not have any 

approximations. The f • 5 terms were included, and because such solutions 

were satisfactory, no attempt was made to include higher waves. With such a 
. . 

model containing many parameters - - 1 Z lor l = 5 - - there ls little . max 

doubt ~at a good fit can be made to the data.. The interest 1a not to see if a 

good Cit can be made, but rather to see what one can conclude from these fits. 

There are many dlf!erent solutions giving good !its to the data and having 

quite different values for some of the fitted parameters. However, all the 

sood fits are similar in character. The angular distributions predicted by 

the be at of these fit a are shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. z. All the good 12-

parameter llta hav~ .the same features as does this one: namely, in addition 

to the forward peak with a height of about 60 mb/ar-, there is a secondary 
' . ; , \ 

peak with a height of abo~t o. 30 mb/sr centered at about cos 6 a 0. 14 and a 

narrow backwa_z:d peak with a height of about 0 •. 13 mb/sr. The values found 
I . 

for the parame~rs for the. four best solu~ions are presented in Table tt. The 
' 

good solutions have Qtht(tr things ln common besides agreement on the .shape of 

the dlllerential croa~ section. Figure 3 s.hows a plot of the values of 1 .. Jr,1 ll 
ae a function of I lor the four best solutions found. This quantity la propor

tional to the contribution to the reaction cross section and can be thought of 

aa the OP,&city of the proton as seen by th.e antiproton for a pa~ticUlar partial 

wave. The value's o! 'F !or these (our solutions do not differ !rom one 
I ~ 

another by more 'than a factor o£ 10. We expect that this set o£ solutions, 
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though not eornplete1 la a representative aet ol the possible solutions, The 

opa.clty correeponding to I • 0 h not very well determined, but it does seem 

to be !alrly well indicated lor the othter partial wavee. 

Abo• plotted on Fig, 2. and tabulated ln Table It ia the result of 

making a six-parameter flt by constraining the imaginary part ol Tlt (and 

thus lhe real part of the scattering amplitude) to be zero. Although the likell• 

-4 hood !or thh solution h only about 10 that ol the beet solutions, it certainly 

does not appear to be a poor solution. The opacity predictions corresponding 

to thla lit are in goo~ agreement with those of the good lZ-parameter tits. 

The integrated elastic eros a sections predicted by the .good £1te to 

the data yield 31. 1 * 2.. 0 mb. 

tV. INELASTIC SCATTERINO 

The reactions 

·, 
p+p-p+p+w•, (1). 

p + p - p + n + ,.. + , · (Z) 

and 
'P+p-n+p+,-, (3) 

are of interest because they can provide a teat of charge •conjugation lnvarl

ance (C) in strong inte-ractions. The proton-antiproton.lnltlal state ia an 

eigenstate of both CP and CR, and theee lnvariance principles demand among 

other things that 

(a~ the cross sections for (Z) and (3) be equal, 

(b) the angular distributions of the p and the p in (1) be refiectiona of 

each other, 
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and 

(c) the angular distributions o! the p and the n in ( l) be reflections o£ 

the angular distributions of the p and the n, respectively, ln (3). 

l! we assume th~ vall<..lity o{ the conservation of parity (.P) in strong interac

tiona or the validity of lnvarlance under spatial rotatlon(R), then tests o{ these 

statements constitute tests ol charge -conjugation invariance in these reactions. 

A more detailed statement of the predictions o{ charge -exchange invarlance is 

lO 4! presented by Pais and by Xuong et al. 

The sample o{ events analyzed as inelastic -scattering events are those 

l events which did not fit any two -body final state and which had a X < 5 for one 

of the three inelastic reaction a. Many events fit more than one of these reac ... 

tiona. For almost all of these events~ ionization observations removed the 

amblgultle a. The sample was {ound to contain 13 7 events that fitted ( 1 ), 108 
l 

that fitted ~Z), and 98 that fitted(~). Table Ill shows the estimates of the 

compoeltlona of these groups of events, ot how many misinterpreted events 

each group contains. The estimates of background ev~nta from annihilations 

involving kaone were made by analyzing those events having associated kaon 

decays. The estimates of the background events from annihilations yielding 

only pions were obtained by using program FAKE. The FAKE annihilation; 

sample is described ln Sec. V. These data indicate that the pp1r• events ·are 

about 901o pure, whereas the sarnples for the other two inelastic modes are 

only about 70o/o pure. The fact that these latter samples are not very pure 

makes the testa ofcharge-conjugation lnvariance more difficult. The cross 

aections obtained Cor these reactions are 
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C1 • 1. 85 * o. ZZ mb , 
ppn' 

fT • 1. 19 ± o. 16 mb, --pnn 

and fT • 1. 00 * o. 16 mb • t 
pnw 

The angular distributions lor all the particles are shown on Fig. 4. 

Aho shown on Fig. 4 are estimates oC the background events. In each case 

the prediction ol charge -conjugation invariance is well sathlied. 

Theae angular dlatributlona suggest that these reactions are the / 
r 

reaulta of peripheral interaction•. So we may expect that the events conlorm. 
. • 1:1 

Zl 11 to the one •pion-exchange Chew•Low . formula : ; 
I ; 

i 

j 
( 

where m la the mass of the pion, f1 is the pion-nucleon total erose section, , 
pi h the laboratory-system momentum of the incident antiproton, fa l is the 

invariant four-momentum transler for one nucleon (or antinucleon), M is the 

ellectlve maaa of the other two partlclea, k is the momentum of either of the 

other two particles in their own center of mass, and £l is the renormalh;ed 

plon•nucleon coupling constant. This formula predicts that the ppw0 cross aec• 

tion should be nearly twice as great as the cross section for the other two 

channeh because in thh region the erose aection is dominated by, the (3/Z, 3/2) 

resonance, and for the T = 3/1. state the · w0 p erose section is twice that of 

+ • 
1r n or w p. 

lCT- 0 
PPTr = 1. 69 :t 0. 1.8, in agreement with 
++0'-

Our data give C1 

pnn pnw 
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the peripheral-model prediction, and in dhagreement with the prediction of 

0. 8 given by the statistical model.· 

Figure 5 ahows a acatte r diagram of the ppw0 events in which the 

r\ coordinates are essentially M2 and A
2• The ordinate has been diatorted ln 

auch a way that the points in any vertical atrip. would unllormly populated 

\.according to the Chew-Low formula, if a were constant. 22 This plot Ulua• 

\ tratea the concentratio.n of events at small values of momentum transfer. The 
~ 

l z . . 
projected dhtribution on the A axle has the features of the prediction of the 

. Chew-Low formula. 
{ 

However, there are many more events at low mom~ntum 

) transfer than predicted by thla formula, The Chew•Low formula would be 

j strictly applicable to our experimen~ only if we knew which pion-nucleon pair 

I 

wao resonating, that ls to say with which nucleon to associate the pion. Since 

we do not know this. the prediction must be modified to include the other pion• 

nucleon pair. The dotted curve on Fig. 5 is the prediction for the momentum• 

transfer distribution based on the assumptionr thaL: (a) the Chew-Low 

1 formula gives the correct momentum·transter distribution for one of the 
l 
! nucleons, that (b) the mo•nentum-transfer diatributlon o£ the other nucle.on la 

determined statistically, and that (c) what we observe is the sum of these 

two distributions. That this curve doea not agree with the data indicates that 

the A 2 term in the numerator of the Chew•Low formula is not appropriate. 

The solld line on Fig. 5 shows the prediction of a peripheral·s.catterh~g model 
. . .. z 

2 . . . z z 
in which the A dependence is only Ule propagator (A + mw ) • rather 

-z . 
than A 2(A Z + m 2) • · This curve ia a much better .fit to the data than are any 

1f 

of the other curves. Such a A Z dependen·ce of the cross section cannot arise· 

• !rom the exchange of a pion in p wave, ae ia required for N!/z production, 

but could be the correct lorm if the particle· exchanged were a vector meson. 
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~igure 6 shows histograms of the distributions of the pion..:nucleon \ 

«!!l!ective •mass squared for each of the reactions. In every case the data are 

1
) 

consistent with charge -conjugation invariance. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, 

where the diotributiona of all of the pion-nucleon effective masses are { 
\ 

compared with the distributions of the sums of all of the plon-antlnucleon e!Cec ~ 
I 

tive masses. These two distributions should be identical, according to charge~ 

conjugation invariance. These distributions do not agree well with the phase

apace prediction, nor with the predicted distribution corresponding to all the 

events involving the production of a pion-nucleon or a pion-antinucleon pair in 

the (3/Z, 3/Z) resonance. The prediction based on the .Chew-Low formula h 

essentially identical to this latter distribution. The data would Cit such a 

•• resonance model if the mass of the N3/z were assumed to be 1Z10 MeV 

rather than 1Z38 MeV. Perhaps 
1
such a shift can effectively be produced by 

• ' n• inter!erence between the N 3/l •nd the 1'l 3;z• 

V. ANNIHlLA TIONS YIELDING ONLY PIONS 

There were 1404 events analyzed as annihilations producing pions. 

From this sample were excluded all events Citting any two-body process 

z 
(including 14. events litting two-meson annihilation) with a X, <30, and all 

events fitting any of the three ·body inelastic interactions with x.2 
< 5. ln this 

sample there is a contamination of 16 :f: 4o/o of events that are not pion annihl• 

lations: the largest contamination consist• of annihilations involving kaons, as 

can be seen ln Table I. We also estimate that 8 :t. 1% of the true pion annlhi- · 

lations have been excluded from thh sample. 
3 

Previous analysis of the 

annihilations at 1.61 BeV /c \ndicated that the multiplicities were consistent 

with the predictions of a stat~atical model that uses an interaction volume 
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0 8 5, where the volume h measured ln units of the volume of a sphere 

having a radlua equal to the Compton wavelength of the plon, . This model 

predich that the sample oC two•prong pion annihilation• con~leta oC llo/o 

three-body, 36o/o lour-body, 37% five-body• 14o/o six-body, and i% seven-body 

annlhUations, 

Figure Sa ebowe the distribution of the square of the missing mas a lor 

these events& namely, the square of the ~tractive maaa of the neutral 

partlclea. Figure 8b ahowe the same distribution lor a aample of simulated 

eventa generated by the FAKE program according to the statistical-model 

prediction. In both cases the solld curve represents the predicted phase· 

apace diatrlbutlon corresponding to the statistical model with n = S for all 

but the three ·body evente. This model predlcta far too many events with 

mleaing maas lesa than 1 BeV, a region populated predominantly by the four• 

body annihilations.. A much better fit to the data is obtained by reducing the 

predicted number of lour •body annihilations by a factor of 1. 6 while maintain• . 

lng the ratio of the other modes the same, This calculation is shown as the 

dashed curve on Fi~. la. 

The mlaalng-masa distribution shows no compelling evidence for the 

production ol resonances. The w0 peak is present ln the real data with about 

the same strength aa lt la ln the data from FAKE; thla indicates that on tha 

order of 100 "+" • ,o events are included in the sample. One might w~ll expect 
+. - . 

to aee evidence Cor the reaction~- p + p-" +" + ,.,, ,., -neutrals, even ·though 

no evidence for the ,., has been seen in other p annihilations. By chance, the 

FAKE data show, if anything, more evidence £or r.. production than do the real 
I 

data. We estimate that there are 20 * -z-o-t;•• present in the.se data. 



There la no evidence for a peak at the rnaa1 of the p meson or at 

the mas• ol the w meaon. Thla is not •urprhlng since the p 11 not expected 

to have an all-neutral decay mode and the all-neutral decay mode of the w 
I 

hal a small branching ratio. 

Figure 9a show• the distribution of the •quare of the effective maa• 

of everything other than one of the visible plona. In other words, lt h the 

momentum dhtdbution of the charged pions expre•sed in terms of effective 

maaa. The dhtributiona correaponcllng to the ,+ and the ". were• in good 

agreement with each other and were combined. · We note that there h no 

d - ± T evi ence for the reaction p + p- p + w for any decay mode of the p me son. 

Figure 9b ahowa the eame dlatributlon for the FAKE data. Just as was the 

caae ln Flg. 8, the solid curves represent the statistical-model prediction 

corresponding to 0 111 5. Again, this curve does not agree well with the data 

becauae it la too high in the low elfective -mass region dominated by the three• 

and !our-body annihilations. Bpth phase-space calculations and the FAKE 

data show that for eCCectlve masses less than 1 BeV, the three-body annlhUa• 

tiona are dominant. Then, on the assumption that the three •body annlhUationa 

are dhtributed according to a phase-space distribution -- an assumption 

aupported ln the next section -- we estimate that there are lZZ :t: 35 three• 

pion events in this sample. On the bash of this and the information gained 

from the mhslng•rnaaa distribution, we have a new estimate of the composl· 

tion of theae events: 8o/o three-body, Z3% four-body, 48o/o live-body, 18o/o 

alx·body, and 3% seven-body. Thil model h used to calculate the dashed 

curve on Fig. 9a, as well as the dashed curves on Fig. ~ and Fig •. 10 •. Thla 

turve flta the data very well. There la no evidence for substantial production 

of charged resonances wlth·a single pion. 
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Figure 1 Oa ehowa a hhtogram ol the distribution of. the effective 
I 

maae of the 1r +,.,- pair, and Fig. lOb la the same dlstrlbutibn for the FAKE 

events. Again, the daahed curve, which h the phase -space: prediction 

according to the model uaed to (it the other ef!eetlve -x~aa data, liJ a better 

lit to the data than h the prediction of the atathtleal model with r2 a 5 -

although ln thh case the preference ll not aa marked as lt waa in the other 

caeea. Neither o! the curve• is a good fit to the data. The most atriking !. 

feature of the data le the overpopulation around 1. 3' BeV. However, thia 

peak h no more impresaive than la the peak near 1.1 BeVin the FAKE data. 

From the atudy of the four •prong annihUatlona 1 0 lt i's known that 

considerable number• of p0 mesons are produced in fiye'-pion;arinihilationa. 

However, Fig. 10 does not show much evidence £o.r the presence of p0 

meeona, lf there are aboUt 30 ~ mesons here, as one would estimate. from 

the lour-prong data, then both p}~ase -space curves are too high in this region. 

A lowering of these. curves woqld produce a better fit to the data frqm 80.0 MeV 

to 1 BeV, but would produce a poorer ~it to the data near SOO MeV •. 

Figure 11 la a histogram of the e. m. angu1ar distribution ol the " 

and the "+, aa well as the combined distribution obtained by adding the number 

of events in the ( •co a 6 ) ;obii1· to: the· events ln the (+cos 6 . ) bin. None ol + . - . 
" " these distributions is consistent with isotropy. They exhibit an ef!eet similar 

' 5 . . 
to that seen in the four-prong annihilations: namely, that there is a peaking 

ln the !.or ward direction £or the "-, · and a peaking in the backward direction 

for the ,., +. The question arises as to what extent could this ~e the effect ol 

mlllinwrpreted events ln this aam,>le rather than a prope.rty of the pion annihi.;. 
. . 

lations. The peaking in the forward direction lor the negative particles can be 
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enhanced somewhat by the p + p- p + p + n° and p + n +'IT+ events, arid the 

- - 0 " + p- 11 + p + n events; since in all these reactions the angular distribution 

o{ the negative particle is peaked in the forward direction. However, the 

number ol these events in the sample is not sufficient to produce the eHect 

observed for the negative pa1·ticlea. Furthermore, these events cannot 

produce the backward peaking of the positive particle observed ln Fig. 11. 

The reason h a.s !ollowa: In order to obtain the c. m. angle for Fig. 11, the 

assumption was made that each particle was a pion.' If the particle were 

heavier than a pion, the calculated pion c. rn. angle would be .too small. 

Even ll there are in the sample protons going predominantly in .the backward 

reglon (c. m. ), they will not produce. much of a backward peaking when the 

mass is assumed to be a pion mass. 

The angular dlstri butions of the kaona and pions in annihilations 
y> 

involving kaons deviate very little from isotropy. For the kaons in the sample, 

misinterpretations o£ the mass .of the particle will produce a small amount 

of peaking in the forward direction lor both the positive and negative curves. 

Thus the major eflect of the mtsinterpreted events should be to destroy the 

+· condition imposed by charge -conjugation lnvariance that the " and · "'-

angular distributions should be reflections of each other. A xz test indicates 

that there is a lOo/o probabUity that two distributions from the same sample 

. + - . 
would disagree as much as do the observed ,.. and ,.. angular distributions, 

. . 

whereas there is less than 0. lo/o probability that an isotropic· distribution 

would appear as anisotropic as rio either of these distributions. Therefore, 

this eCCect ls almost certainly a real property of pion annihilations •. 

Since all three o£ the ef!ective -mass distributions are !itted fairly 

well by one model, it is probably not far from the correct one. However, it is 

difficult to estimate the accuracy of the determination of the frequency o£ the 
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VArioua nnnlhllatlon modes, both because of the ,difficulty in estimating the 

ef!ect of the background events and because of the .uncertainty about the aa

aumptlon, implicit ln this analysis, that the phase-apace dle'tributiona are 

correct representations of the data. 

Vll. THREE -PION ANNIHtLATlONS 

From the foregoing analysis we estimate that there are about 110 

events of the reaction p + p- "+ t "- + ,o in the pion-annlhil~tlon sample. 

These events are interesting ones ln which to lool( for two-pion resonances 

becauae no other typea of resonances can_be present. However, it is di!ffcult 

to get a fairly pure sample of these events to analyze, because the lit to thh 

process h overdetermine<! by only one constraint, and the average error on 
~ z 

mhalng mass la on the order of a plon mass. The X distribution (Fig. lZa) 

for the fits to these three-pion annihilations illustrates the problem. 
2 . . ' . 

Whereas the X distributlof?. for the pure events should essentially go to zero 

when x2 h equal to 10, the o~served distribution has a long "taU" of events 

that co.nnot be real events. That there is a large contamination is fu~ther 
. . . . z 
evidenced by the fact that there a~e Z70 events with x < S in this sample 

more than twice as many as we expected to have •. A third indication that the 

background la great la that the distribution of missing-mass squared for those 
. . 

events with x2 < S ( Flg~ 13) is strongly weight~d to the iarge •mass side of 

one •pion mas a. Almost all these contamination events are other annihilation 

events. By observing the two-prong events that have associated kaon decays, 

we estimate that ZOi: 10 of the events with XZ < S for three-pion annihUation• 
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are annihilations involving kaone. The r0st of the contamination events are 

four•, llve·. and six-body two-prong annihilations that fit the tbree•body 

hypothtt &19. 

l 
It le common practice to analyze a X distribution, such aa that on 

ng. lZ• by observing that the 1'taU 11 on the distribution h 10 or 15 events 

high and hy assuming that thla amount can be subtracted from the total. number 
z . . 

of evenh in the bins at small X in order to obtain an estimate of the actual 

num~r of events that correspond to the hypothesis being tested, ln the 

present case such a method indicates that there-are about ZOO three•pion 

annlhUatlona in the sample, That such a method is wrong when one ls dealing 

with a singly constrained ( 1 C) fit h illustrated by the xz distribution for 

the three•plon assumption obtained bY using the FAKE £our•pion events 

(Flg. 11.b), The above method w~ntld lead to a~ estimation that there were 

about 60 three-pion events ln a s~mple composed entirely of !our•pion events. 

To understand the sha1~e of the XZ distribution to be expected when 

one trie~ to Cit to an hypothesis with on~ constraint events that are not in I 
agreement with that hypotheah; ·the following observation is instructive •. l£ 1· 
one hae a set of evente for which the distribution ln the square of the missing . 

mass h equally populated for all values of missing mass and if the error on. 
I 

. . z 
thh quantity h independent of the value of the quantity, then the· x dlstribu· • 

tion lqr any lC. hypotheses will be proportional to 1/x• The distribution 

l wUl be flat when expressed in terms o.f X• the square root of x • For the 

I 
event• that agree 'with the hypotheses. thfethdhtributlon lin X sdihoult dibbeti l 

1
, 

Gaussian with unit variance. Because o ese· propert es. a s r u on n 

X is usually more useful than one in xz, lf one wi she a to separate· the / 

( 
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., background !rom th~ trua event& when one is working with a ·1c hyp.othesls. 

\ Figure l4a ohowe the distribution In X lor the experimental data, Flgureo 
\ :l::~:t:::.::::mtht:::~::·:v:::~.g;:u::;:: t;4:~~:~~::t;~::.:nnlhUa-
\ distribution ln x due to kaon annihilations, as estimated from the two prongs 

\ with observed associated kaon decays. These background dhtributions, 

\ though not fiat,. are consl~tent with HneadtyJ ~is demonstrates the utility of 

using a X distribution tor background aubtraction. Figure 14e. shows the 

result of subtracting the estimated background -from the experimental distri• 

bution. Thh graph demonstrates that the background estimation ls Cairly 

accurate because the data after the subtraction are consistent with a normal 

distribution. The distribution indicates that there are a~?<>ut 1ZO pion events 

ln the sample. 

The FAKE data indicate that 15 :t 40/o of the background events that 

have x2 <. 5 have the square oJ the missing mass less than the square of a 

pion masa. One-half the real three•pl.on events should satisfy this criterion. 

From this, we de~uce that 130'± Z5 of the events with x2 < 5 are three-pion 

events. By using a direct subtraction of the estimated background from the 

obae rved number of events with 'X.Z < 5, we lind that there are 111:!: 15 

z· 
three•pion events with X < 5. 

All theoe calculatlons are consistent with one another and in good 

agreement with the statement that there are 125:!: 15 three-pion events in the 

z sample, and 117: 15 of these have X < 5. Therefore the sample of Z70 

events with x2 < 5 h only about 43o/o pure, 

In an e£Cort to puri£y this sample, only those events with missing-mass 

sqU:ared within 0.2. ( OeV)Z bl a pion mass were kept. The resultant sample, 
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which contain• 131 evente, wlU be called the "three-pion aample." ·From the 

FAKE data we eetlmate that there are 37 four•plon annihllatlons and 3 five• 

pion annihUations in thll aample. We also estimate that there are alx kaon 

annlhUatione and two events that are lnelaetlc pion interaction•, Thh adds 

up to 48 e 1 background evente, leaving 83 :t: 7 three•pion events. From the 

FAKE data on .three•plon ev~nta, we eatlmate that 65 :t: 70/o of the three-pion 

event. will be in thla eample. This leade to yet another estimate of 1Z8 :t: 18 

lor the number of three-pion events in the plon•annihllation sample. Thus, 

the data are aelf•conahtent and the three•pion-annihllatlon 11ample h 

63 * 50/o pure. Thle aample, impure aa it h, ia the one .used to _investigate 

the three •pion annihilations •. 

Figure 15 ehowa an ef!ective•mase •aqured scatter diagram for the 

event. ln the three-pion sample, and the projections of this distribution for 

each of the pion paire le ehown on Fig. 16. The distributions are consistent 

with a phaae-space dietributlon~ The FAKE data indicate that the background 

evente produce elfective-mass distributions that are fairly consistent with 
. . 

phase-space predictions. Theae data indicate that at 1. 6 BeV/c the three• 

pion annlhllation mode does not often arlee fro~ the reaction p + p-p + v; for 

there la not a slgnilicant surplus of events with an eUective mas a near 

750 MeV. Thh le in contrast with annihilations at rest, where the p is. 
· . Z4 

obseryed to be a prominent. constituent of the three•pion annihUations • 

. The angular dletributiona (Fig. 17) of the charged pions ln these 

three-pion events are. not hotroplc. The w • goes predominantly in the 

forward direction and the , + in the backward direction in the c. m. system,· 
' ' . + • 

&I was observed in the total two-prong sample. The , and 1t angular. 

distributions are coneistent· with the constraint imposed by charge-conJugation 
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lnvarlance that they be reQecUons of each other. When the ~o dlatrlbutlons 

&ra combined, one llnda that the ratio of negative pions goin.J forward to those 

going backward la l, 54 • 0,19, . I 
,..,- '· 

Vtll CONCLUSION 

The elaatlc•acattering data show that there h a aec:ond diffraction 

peak at about coa 8 • 0. 14. Uaing theae data to determine the acatterlng 

amplltudea for each partial wave glvea lnlormatlon about the "ahape" of the 

proton wben lt lnte rac:ts with an antiproton. 

The lnelaatic events agree with the predictions of charge •conjugation 

lnvarlance and aerve to teat thla conservation principle. These events are 

peripheral in nature though they more heavily populate the low-momentum• 
I . 

transfer region than even the one,•plon•exc:hange model predlc:te. 
I 

No resonance• are o~aerved ln the two•prong annihUation data. Even 

the p me a on doe 1 not a how up slgnillcantl y in the ae annihUatlona. 

The croea aectlons of the various modes of two-prong interactions of 

1.61•BeV/c antiprotons ln hyd.rogen have been found to be 



p +p :n.1 I! 2mb 

p + p + ,. 1.85 • 0.22mb 

+ii+w • 1.19 • 0.16 mb p 

+n+w + 
1.oo d: o. 16mb p 

- + 0 1.58 * 0.25 mb - , + 11' + 'I' 
p+p-

annihilation a 8 3.4 • o.s mb 
with kaona 

+ • zs 
'I' + , 0.119 • 0. 030 mb 

K++ K• 
25 

o. 055 * o. 018 mb 

other .. 13 .. 9 * 1.5 mb 
annihilation• 
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Table t. Numbers of event• in experimental categorlea A through E and 

eatimatea of the compoaitlon of each category. See the text for defini-

tlon1 oC categories A through E and groupa 1 through s. 

1 z Total 

A 470:'= 100 108 :f: Z1 55 :i: 11 46:'= s Z3Z:i:53 920 

8 1 + 10 
-5 641 :f: 12 0 0' 5 i: 5 653 

c 9 js 5 0· 293 * 11 13:t:4 46.:'= 7 161 

D lZ:t ZO 18 * 10 26 * 8 150:!: 38 1190* 45 1416 

E lZ :tr 5 1 * 1 15:t:l 117* z ' 54:!: 7 219 

Total 560* 100 768 * 26 399 :t 17 322 II: 40 15Z7* 7Z 3569 
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Table tt. V&luea of ~ 1 corresponding to the best llta to th~ elastic -eeatte·rmg. 
I 
I 

data. Solutions 1 through 4 are the beat 12-parameter lolutione 

obtatned. Solution 5 h the 6 •parameter aolutlon. 

Solution I 4 5, 

l = 0 o. 182 -0.546 -o. 386 ·0.181 -o. 101 

1 0.017 -0.029 0.042 0.083 0.027 

z o. 183 0.330 0.~17 0.261 0.316 
Re( ,, ) . 

' o. 419 0.531 0.530 0.509 0.543 

4 o. 676 0.679 0.663 o·. 688 0.67?. 

5 0.866 o. 813 0.809 o. 838 o. 840 

0 o. 185 1 o. 165 o. 727 ·O.Z77 0 

1 -0.165 -o. 1 t; 1 0.343 -o. 111 0 

2 -o. 121 -0.136 o. 117 o.zo1 0 
•Im ~I) , o. 037 -o. 105 0.119 0,095 0 

4 0.140 :..o.o1z o. 035 -o.oz4 0 

5 0.130 -o. 038 . 0.039 o. 014 0 
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Table III. Estimates of the composition of the aaxnples of event. analyzed aa inelastic scatterings. 

True True TruEf Interaction Annihilation Annihilation 
ppvo -- of producing producing pnw pnw 

events events events pions only piona only kaons Total 

• N 

Events in ppv1 sample ll3::t: 5 1 i: 1 3± z z * z 7 -J: 3 1 * z 137 
...0 

• 
Events in pn,..- sample 1 * 1 80 i: 6 1 ::!: l z::!: z 18 i: 4 6-J:Z 108 

Events in pnw + sample 4-J: 3 1::t:Z· 65 :1: 7 4 i: 3 18::!: 4 6-J: z 98 

Events eliminated by lZ * 6 8::!: 4 6:t: 3 

x2 cutoff 

Unanalyzable events 7::!: 1 4 i: 1 4::!: 1 
c: 

Total 147 i: 8 94::t: 8 79* 9 
0 
~ 
f4 
• -0 
0' 
Ul 
N 
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FlGURE LT':GENDS 

Fig. 1·. A histogram of th~ rneasul'ed diffel'ential cross section !or elastic 

scattering o! 1. 61-BeV/c antiprotons for cos 6 < 0. 8. The errors are 

statistical only. ln addition, there ia about a 6o/o systematic uncertainty. 

The curve corresponds to solution l in Table Il. 

Fig. 2. The differential cross section for elastic scattering of antiprotons 

of 1. 61 BeV/c. The data for cos 6 > 0. 8 are previously measured cross· 

section values, and the data for cos 6 < 0. 8 are the data from this 

experiment. The curves represent the best optical-model !it (dotted 

curve), the 6-parameter solution (dashed curve), and the ~st 1l· 

parameter solution (solid curve). 

Fig. 3. A plot of the opacity ( 1 • !11 1 IZ> of the proton-antiproton system 

lor various casea. The smooth curve represents the best four-parameter 

optical .. model Cit to the data. The points represent the indicated 

solutions. 

Flg. 4. The angular distributions o! the nucleons and antinucleons in the 

inelastic.;scattering events. Figures (a), (b), and (c) .are for the ppw0 

- + -- .. reaction, and the others are for the pn1T and pnw reactions. Figures. 

(c), (l), and (i) are the appropriate sums of the two figures to the left of 

each. For each graph, estimates of the background events have been 

made; the data are plotted in such a way that the background events are 

plotted negatively; and the remaining events, AArhich are the estimated 

number of genuine events, are plotted positively. 
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z z z! · 
Fla. 15, A acatter diagram ln the M • A plane, where A : la the invariant 

I 
four-momentum tranafer of the nucleon or antinucleon and M h the 

I 

ellectlve ma11 of the other two particle•. The M2 1cJe has been 

dhtorted ln auch a way that, according to the Chew-Low formula, ariy 

vertical 1irip would be populated according to a(M), the wp erose 

1ectlon. Each event baa been plotted twice on thle diagram, A histogram 

of the projection of th~se data on the A Z axle h compared with a phase .. · 

apace prediction (daahed curve)l with the prediction indicated by the 

Chew•Low formula (dot-daah curveh with a modilled prediction, baeed on ,_ ·' 

the Che_w•Low formula, including the distribution for both of the nucleons 

(dotted llneh and with a similar prediction based on a peripheral model -z . 
with a (6 Z + m 2) dependence ( aolid line). All curves are normalized , 
to the data~ 

Fla. 6. Hiltograma of the d,htributlons of the pion-nucleon effective •mass 

1quared for (a) the pw' and p-,..o in the pp•0 reaction, (b) the ~" + and 

p1r ·, and (c) the iiw • and nw + in the other two reactions. The data are 
' . 

compared wlth a phase-apace eatlmate (dashed curve), and with the predic• 

tion baaed on the production of either the pion-nucleon pair or the pion• 

antlnucleon pair ln the (3/Z • 3/Z) resonance (solld curve). All curvea are 

normallaed to the data. 

·Fta. 1. Hhtograma of the dhtribution of the e£fectlve-maaa aquared lor 

(a) all the pion-nucleon p~irs, and (b) all the plon•antinucle-on pairs,·' The 

solid curve h the aame resonance -model prediction sho~n in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. ·ft. A histogram of the distribution of the square of the missing mass 

calculated for (a) the real events in the pion-annihilation sample and or 

(b) the F AI<E events. The solid cur~e ie the prediction based on a 

statistical model with 0 = 5. The daahed curve represents ar:i empirical 

model discussed ln the text. 

Fig. 9. A combined h~atogram of the aquare of the effective maae of 

everything except one of the charged particle• for (a) the real events in 

the plon•annihUation sample and (b) the FAKE event•. The solid and 

daahed curve• are prediction• of the aame atatlltical model and empirical 

model uaed in Fig. 8. 

Flg. 10 • 
. + • .. .. 

A histogram of the dhtributlon of the effective ·masa for the 
I 

pair for (a) the evente in the plon-annihUation a&lnple and (b) the 

FAKE events. The aoUd and dashed curves are predictions.of the same 

statistical model and empirical model used ln Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 

Fig. 11. A hhtogratn of the c. m. angular distribution of (a) the negative 

pion. (b) the positive pion. and (c) both pions for the events. in the pion• 

a.nnlhUatlon •ample. 

Flg. ll. 
l . + - 0 Histograms of the X distributions for the 11' w 11' _interpretation 

for (a) th& real events and (b) a sample of 4Z4 simulated four-pion 

annih Uatlona. 

Fig. 13. Histogram of the square of the missing mass for those events in 

the pion-annihilation sample having ·/· < 5 · {~r the three;.pion lnterpreta• 

tion. 
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Fis. 14. Histograms o£ the distributiona in X (the square root of x2) for 

(a) the reAl events, (b) the estimated background from £our-pion 

annihilations, (c) the estimated background from Clve• and six-pion 

annihilations, (d) the estimated background from annihilations with kaona, 

and (e) the dll!erence between the real data and the estimated background. 

Fig. 15. An effectlve-maaa•squared icatter diagram for the 131 events in 

the three•pion annihilation sample. The narrow bands indicate the poai· 

tion o£ the charged p meson. The neutral p would show up in a band 

near the upper right•hand edge of the envelope. However, this band h 

spread out considerably owing to the spread in the beam momenta. The 

envelope corresponds to the kinematic limit fo~ 1.61-BeV/c antiprotons. 

Fig. 16. A hlatogram of the distribution in effective-mass squared of 

(a) the w + w • pair, (b) the ,,-w0 pair, and (c) the w + w0 pair for the 

eventB in the three-pion sample. The curvea are the phase-space 

predictions :normalized to the data. 

Fig. 17. Histogram• of the c. m. angular dhtrlbution for the .pions. in the 

three •pion annihilation sample. The w0 distribution has been folded 

around 90•. 
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• 
• This report was prepared as an account of Government 

sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






